TUESDAY 30 JUNE 2015

SCOTLAND BILL

Committee of the whole House [Day 3]

PROVISIONAL SELECTION AND GROUPING BY CHAIRMAN OF WAYS AND MEANS

CLAUSES 19 TO 30, NEW CLAUSES RELATING TO PART 3, NEW SCHEDULES RELATING TO PART 3

Welfare benefits
128 + 112 + 48 + Clause 19 stand part + 115 + 49 + 50 + Clause 20 stand part + 12
   + Clause 21 stand part + 129 + 116 + 13 + 132 + Clause 22 stand part + 8 + 117 + 111
   + 131 + Clause 23 stand part + NC31

Universal credit and further welfare powers
118 + 5 + Clause 24 stand part + 119 + 7 + 6 + Clause 25 stand part + NC28 + NC39 + NC40
   + NC44 + NC45 + NC46 + NC53 + NC55

Employment support and general
120 + 121 + 113 + 122 + 9 + 114 + 10 + Clause 26 stand part + Clauses 27 to 30 stand part
   + NC43

Proceedings to be brought to a conclusion at 7.00 pm (Order of 8 June 2015)

29 June 2015

By order of the Chairman of Ways and Means

Notes:

The Committee of the whole House has to take a decision on whether each Clause and Schedule, as amended or not as the case may be, stands part of the Bill, in the sequence prescribed by the Programme Order.

Amendments and New Clauses which have been selected by the Chair are grouped for debate. The debate takes place at the point where the Amendment or New Clause leading the group occurs in the Bill, in the sequence prescribed by the Programme Order. The Question proposed on the first Amendment or New Clause leading the group has to be disposed of in some way (withdrawn, agreed to or negatived). Other Amendments or New Clauses in a group on which some debate has arisen before the time specified in the Programme Order for conclusion of proceedings on that part of the Bill may, at the discretion of the Chair, be moved formally for decision, with no further debate.

That formal decision comes at the point where that Amendment or New Clause is reached, going through the Bill in the sequence prescribed by the Programme Order. So the formal decision might not follow on straight away after the end of the debate on the first Amendment or New Clause with which it had been grouped for debate.